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Abstract

A bug in the code base of a given program can expose the system and can cause
failures. These may impact not only the availability of the system but also the in-
tegrity of the data. Bugs are hard to predict and can cause millions of dollars in
damage. Therefore, preventing these bugs is an important objective, principally,
but not only, considering critical systems like financial applications.

In web-based systems, automated testing is a common approach to detect bugs
before they are deployed into a production environment, preventing the bugs from
causing harm to the system. However, testing can only verify code paths explicitly
chosen to be tested, and actual usage can differ. This pushes the responsibility to
the developers to decidewhat code paths are critical and require a test. At the same
time, tests can also contain bugs and impose a maintenance overhead.

Therefore, a solution is desirable, that can help to protect from damages caused
by bugs. This solution needs to be easy to use while imposing as little as possible
additional overhead onto the developers. At the same time, it should cover all tra-
versed code paths and be human readable in what is checked. Moreover, it should
not itself be a source of bugs.

We introduce Ruby-Lola, a framework for synchronous runtime verification of
web-based systems. Ruby-Lola is based on the Lola stream-based specification lan-
guage, a simple and expressive language that candescribe correctness/failure states
of a system. The framework provides a domain-specific language to write specifi-
cations for runtime verification in an object-oriented way, allowing for references
between database tables and a clean syntax that is familiar to developers. More-
over, Ruby-Lola can be used in combination with automated tests, improving their
coverage through the specification.

We implemented the framework and applied it to a case study of a web-based
system that models an auction house, a practical and critical application. This
demonstrates that our framework is sufficient to express complex specifications and
that it can detect and mitigate critical bugs in practical applications. We also show
that the framework is easy to use and serves as additional documentation. Ruby-
Lola imposes minimal overhead related to other costs of processing user requests
and is therefore not noticeable by end users in practical usage.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Development of critical software requires verification to ensure that no dangerous
bugs are present. There are multiple methods employed to verify software. Fol-
lowing is an evaluation of their viability in web-based software projects.

In practice, testing is the most frequently used verification method. To test a
software project, the developers write test cases that each execute a specific part of
the software and compare the result with what is expected from a correct software.
It would be computationally expensive or even impossible to test every combina-
tion of possible inputs to the software, so tests are generally written for critical and
bug prone parts of the software. The developer writing test cases is responsible for
deciding what parts are sufficiently critical. This creates the risk of forgetting edge
cases or unexpected bugs. Moreover, since tests are code themselves, they can also
contain bugs. This can result in false positives, where bugs are detected that are not
bugs. Also possible are false negatives where a bug that should have been detected
is not detected because the test itself has a bug. Software is often continuously
changing and tests have to be adapted to those changes of the code. The amount of
work to change a piece of code can easily be doubled when the developer then has
to change all the tests and make sure that no new cases were introduced that need
new tests. This overhead makes testing a liability in fast-changing environments
like the web [15, 2, 22, 33].

Formal verification is the method of proving that a program is correct. Decid-
ing if a program is correct is not easy. All possible inputs and states have to be
checked and verified. The more complex a program is, the more resources and
time is needed to be used to verify it. State of the art verification software employs
many techniques to reduce the amount of work required to verify software. Tools
likeAstree [12], Cobra [23] or Saturn [38] can verify complex C programs in amatter
of hours. However, the techniques employed to achieve this do not work as well for
dynamic languages like Ruby, where there are almost no assumptions the tool can
rely on, increasing the computation required. Additionally, waiting for hours to get
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results can hinder development and become a similar liability as the overhead of
testing [15, 2, 22].

A middle ground would be runtime verification. This technique verifies that
a program is correct so far and makes no claims on overall correctness. Verifying
that the current state of a program is correct is computationally inexpensive com-
pared to checking all cases, which makes runtime verification attractive regarding
the overhead imposed. It also solves some of the duplications of testing, as there
is one specification detailing correct behavior and not many different tests. While
the system still does many checks, the developer has one single source of truth for
how a program should behave. It can even be combined with testing in that the
test is only a scenario and the runtime verification system does the verification of
correctness.

There is some effort to employ runtime verification for web-based systems [28,
19, 6, 24, 4] but there are problems that prevent general adoption. Current run-
time verification systems take work to integrate into existing projects, as explored
in Chapter 6. With unit tests developers are used to things just working automatically
and having to write code to connect a runtime verification system to their existing
software is hindering adoption. Providing a system that integrates itself automati-
cally on installation could help reduce this adoption hurdle.

The goal of this thesis is to ease some of the pain points in integrating runtime
verification into web-based systems. To accomplish this, we developed a new tool,
Ruby-Lola, a runtime verification system that is easy to use and integrate into ex-
isting Ruby on Rails projects. It is based upon Lola 2.0, a stream-based runtime
verification language with interesting properties [14, 18]. Accompanying this are
case studies of using the tool in real-world use. The tool features a domain specific
language (DSL) to write human readable specifications and facilitates automated
data collection and instrumentation. It works out of the box for existing systems
with a simple installation of the Ruby gem, no setup required.

Ruby-Lola aims to create a bridge between academic runtime verification and
industry built applications. This allows for greater adoption of runtime verification
and potentially less buggy software. Startup companies developingweb-based sys-
tems frequently use Ruby on Rails, so providing a tool for that framework can have
an impact on software development.

1.1 Motivating Example

There are many legal pitfalls for new companies. One important legal construct are
the terms of service that a user has to accept before they use the application.

One envisions a startup developing a website, where customers can log into
their accounts. The startup uses Ruby on Rails and has a User model for each user.
When a user creates their account, they need to accept the Terms of Service, which
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is stored in the model. The model also stores if an account is enabled, which means
it fulfills all criteria to use the service.

The code for the User class could look like Figure 1.1

class User
attr_accessor :tos_accepted , :account_enabled

end

Figure 1.1: An example User class that has fields for storing Terms of Service ac-
ceptance and if the user account is enabled. The keyword attr_accessor is used as a
shorthand in Ruby to create getters and setters for a parameter, essentially defining
it.

Said startup now risks its users finding a bug that allows them to use the service
without first accepting the Terms of Service. This could cause expensive legal fees
that need to be avoided. So the legal department writes a specification, stating that
no enabled account should exist that has not accepted the Terms of Service.

Multiple developers are working on the service, and there are multiple code
paths to account creation, so it could happen that the check for Terms of Service
was forgotten in one code path. So how to make sure that future code paths also
comply with the specification? Where should one document that it exists? What if
the specification changes? All of this is a liability that needs an easy solution.

One solution to this problem is Ruby-Lola. The developers install the library
once and start writing a formal specification from the verbal one given by the legal
department. If an account is enabled but has not accepted the Terms of Service, it
is violating the specification.

With Ruby-Lola installed, every time a part of the code tries to enable a user, the
specification checks if all legal criteria aremet before allowing the change. Also, the
check is easily readable and updating the requirements is done in one place only.
Also, should the startup need users to accept their privacy policy in the future, that
check can be added with ease.

The aforementioned specification can be formulated as the following Figure 1.2
Instrumenting the system under test and performing the runtime verification

are tasks that Ruby-Lola performs automatically, the developer only has to declare
a specification.
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class User
attr_accessor :tos_accepted , :account_enabled
lola_specification do

define :legally_not_enabled , :boolean do
:account_enabled.and(not(: tos_accepted ))

end
trigger :legally_not_enabled ,

"TOS acceptance missing!"
end

end

Figure 1.2: The User class from Figure 1.1 extended by a Lola specification. This
specification defines a stream of boolean type that computes if an account is en-
abled but has not accepted the terms of service. The specification adds a trigger to
that stream which rejects all changes that make the stream output true, essentially
preventing accounts from being enabled without an accepted TOS. The trigger has
an error message that a user sees when the specification was violated.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction to Runtime Verification

It is almost unavoidable to produce a complex software without bugs [30] In order
to prevent their existence or at least reduce it, different techniques are used. A
widespread approach to avoid this is using testing and verification.

Software testing is the process of executing a program in specified scenarios
and asserting that it behaves correctly. Testing covers a wide field of diverse, often
ad hoc, and incomplete methods for showing correctness, or, more precisely, for
finding bugs. Testing cannot prove the absence of bugs. Making sure that all exe-
cution paths through some code are covered, and all edge cases are accounted for
is time-consuming and error prone [30, 25, 37, 28, 33].

Static verification can prove that a software system conforms to a specification.
There are techniques like theorem proving [8] and model checking [10]. If the
specification is without problems and the program passes the specification, one
can derive that the program is without problems too. However, static verification
of code is a very complex and computationally expensive endeavor. To prove that
some code abides by a specification, every possible execution trace through that
code has to be verified [17]. This is possible for simple programs but gets impracti-
cal in real-world use very quickly as the space of possible states to check explodes.
One would have to code very rigorously and avoid many language features and
dynamic languages completely [27, 32, 28].

Runtime verification takes the concept of a specification that a software should
abide by. It goes around the exploding state space by letting the program run and
check its state while it runs [14]. That way it is no longer possible to assert that the
program is bug-free in general, but it can be said that no execution of the program
so far has encountered a bug. Also, if a bug is found, it can be reacted to fairly
quickly [28].
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2.2 Introduction to Synchronous Runtime Verification

There are different ways of how one canmonitor a system. Reading program traces
independent of the program itself is called completely asynchronous runtime ver-
ification. This is often achieved via log files generated by the program. Asyn-
chronous runtime verification of a program is beneficial when there is no time sen-
sitivity involved. If the log files are big and the verification resource intensive, not
interrupting the program can be a valuable property.

However, in many cases, time to detection plays an important role in runtime
verification. Verification of a system while the system is running, stopping the sys-
tem execution to do the verification is called completely synchronous. This method
leaves no delay between a specification violation happening and the detection of it.
One interesting property of completely synchronous runtime verification systems
is that if a violation is detected, it is not yet too late to mitigate it. Some such run-
time verification systems even allow the system under test to react to the violation,
potentially preventing it from even happening in the first place. This property be-
comes invaluable in critical systems like blockchain businesses, where one mistake
can mean the loss of funds [7].

2.3 Introduction to Lola

Lola is a stream-based specification language for the online and offline monitoring
of synchronous systems. A Lola specification describes the computation of output
streams from a given set of input streams. An in-depth introduction can be found
in the original papers [14, 18].

A Lola specification is a system of equations of stream expressions over typed
stream variables of the following form:

input T1t1
...

input Tmtm
output Tm+1s1 := e1(t1, . . . , tm, s1, . . . , sn)

...
output Tm+1sn := en(t1, . . . , tm, s1, . . . , sn)

Each stream expression ei(t1, . . . , tm, s1, . . . , sn) for 1 < i < n is defined over a set
of independent stream variables t1, . . . , tn and dependent stream variables s1, . . . , sn.
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Independent stream variables refer to input stream values, and dependent stream
variables refer to output stream values computed over the values of all streams. All
stream variables are typed: the type of an independent stream variable ti is Ti , the
type of an dependent stream variable si is Tm+i.

A stream expression e(t1, . . . , tm, s1, . . . , sn) is recursively defined as follows:

• A constant c of type T is a stream expression of type T .

• An independent stream variable t of type T is a stream expression of type T .

• A dependent stream variable s of type T is a stream expression of type T .

• Let f : T1 × T2 × · · · × Tk 7→ T be a k-ary operator. If for 1 6 i 6 k, ei is an
expression of type Ti, then f(e1, . . . , ek) is a stream expression of type T .

• If b is a boolean stream expression and e1, e2 are stream expressions of type
T then ite(b, e1, e2) is a stream expression of type T ; note that ite abbreviates
if-then-else.

• If e is a stream expression of type T , c is a constant of type T , and i is an
integer, then e[i, c] is a stream expression of type T . Informally, e[i, c] refers
to the value of the expression e offset i positions from the current position.
The constant c indicates the default value to be provided, in case an offset of
i takes us past the end or before the beginning of the stream.

The evaluation model of Lola is recursively defined with j being the evaluation
time, and val(e)(j) the evaluation function applied on the stream expression e at
the evaluation time step j as follows:

• A constant c evaluates to itself all the time:

val(c)(j) = c

• An independent stream variable t evaluates to the value of its stream at the
point of evaluation:

val(t)(j) = t(j)

• A dependent stream variable s evaluates to the value of its stream expression
at the point of evaluation:

val(s)(j) = s(j)

• A k-ary operator f(e1, . . . , ek) application evaluates to all parameters evalu-
ated and applied to the operator:

val(f(e1, . . . , ek)(j) = f(val(e1)(j), . . . , val(ek)(j))
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• An if-then-else operator ite(b, e1, e2) is evaluated as follows:

val(ite(b, e1, e2))(j) = if val(b)(j) then val(e1)(j) else val(e2)(j)

• A look-back-operator e[i, c] with N being the end of the stream e is evaluated
as follows:

val(e[i, c])(j) = if 0 6 j+ i 6 N then val(e)(j+ i) else c

In addition to the stream equations, Lola specifications often contain a list of
triggers

trigger φ1, φ2, . . . , φk
where φ1, φ2, . . . , φk are expressions of type boolean over the stream variables.
Triggers generate notifications when their value becomes true.

input bool loginSuccess
output int attempts :=

ite(loginSuccess , 0, attempts [1,0] + 1)
output bool bruteforce := attempts > 3
trigger bruteforce

Figure 2.1: This Lola specification is tracking the login attempts of a user. If the
login attempt was not successful then the attempts counter gets increased. And if
the counter tracks more than 3 failed attempts, a bruteforce warning is triggered.

2.4 Introduction to Lola 2.0 Streams

Lola 2.0 is an extension to the Lola specification language, adding new features that
allow for the precise description of complex security properties in network traffic.
This makes Lola 2.0 a good choice for runtime verification on the web. An In-depth
introduction can be found in the original paper [18].

Lola 2.0 extends Lola with stream equation templates of the following form:

outputTs < hp1 : T1, . . . , pl : Tl >: inv : sinv; ext : sext; ter : ster :=
e(t1, . . . , tm, s1, . . . , sn, p1, . . . , pl)

Each such stream equation template introduces a template variable s of type T
that depends on parameters p1, . . . , pl of types Tp1 , . . . , Tpl , respectively. For given
values v1, . . . , vl of matching types Tp1 , . . . , Tpl we call

s < v1, . . . , vl >= e(t1, . . . , tm, s1, . . . , sn, p1, . . . , pl)[p1/v1, . . . , pl/vl]
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an instance of s. The template variables sinv, sext, and ster indicate the following
auxiliary streams:

• sinv is the invocation template stream variable of s and has type Tp1× . . .×Tpl .
If some instance of sinv has value v1, . . . , vl, then an instance s < v1, . . . , vl >
of s is invoked.

• sext is the extension template stream variable of s and has type bool and pa-
rameter of type Tp1 × . . . × Tpl . If s is invoked with parameter values α =

(v1, . . . , vl), then an extension stream sαext is invoked with the same parame-
ter values. If sαext is true, then the value of the output stream s < v1, . . . , vl >

is computed at the position.

• ster is the termination template stream variable of s and has type bool and
parameters of type Tp1 × . . .× Tpl . If s is invoked with parameter values α =

(v1, . . . , vl), then a terminate stream sαter is invoked with the same parameter
values. If sαter is true, then the output stream s < v1, . . . , vl > is terminated
and not extended until it is invoked again.

2.4.1 Example of Lola 2.0 Streams

Lola 2.0 extends the specification language with template streams. These streams
carry input parameters and can, for example, be used to track login attempts of
different users in their own streams, all following a general pattern.

These new streams are dynamic, meaning they each run on their own time scale.
For this, each template has three new stream expressions, invocation, extension,
and termination.

The invocation equation controls when a new stream instance is created. When
the invocation equation holds true, a new stream instance gets created, and the
parameter for it computed. There can only be one instance with that parameter, so
repeated invocations are ignored.

Example: Failed logins. We only want to track users who are failing to login. So
our invocation is failedToLogin: true and our parameter is the user id. So say user 10
failed to login, then a stream with the parameter 10 gets created. So if he failed to
log in again, the stream already exists, so it does not have to be recreated.

The extension equation controls when a stream should compute a new value.
Every time this equation is true for a stream that is already created, the stream
equation will be evaluated and the stream extended by the resulting value. This
means that not all streams have to have the same length or speed. Only streams
that were previously invoked can be extended.

Example: Since we want to see how often our users fail to login, we set our
extension equation to failedToLogin: true and our stream equation to count the
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number of times failedToLogin is true with a look back that defaults to 0. We can
then set a trigger to alert us when the amount of failed login attempts are too high.

The termination equation controls when a stream is not needed any more and
should be terminated. If a stream has been created and then the termination equa-
tions holds true, it will be terminated and completely deleted. Only previously
invoked streams can be terminated.

Example: Once a user has a successful login, we want to clear our counter. To
save space, we delete the whole thing. So our termination equation is set to failed-
ToLogin: false and will immediately discard failed attempts once one attempt is
successful. Our user 10 finally got his password right, and his stream gets deleted
immediately. He now has his attempts again.

Figure 2.2 and 2.3 show an example comparison between a Lola 2.0 specification
and a Ruby-Lola specification.
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input bool loginSuccess
input String uid
output bool useraction <u> := (uid=u)
output int attempts <user > :

inv: uid;
ext: useraction
:= ite(loginSuccess , 0, attempts(user )[1,0] + 1)

output bool bruteforce <user > :
inv: uid;
ext: useraction
:= attempts(user) > 300

trigger any(bruteforce)

Figure 2.2: This Lola 2.0 specification is tracking the login attempts of all users.
Each user has their own attempts counter. If the login attempt was not successful
then the attempts counter gets increased. And if the counter tracks more than 300
failed attempts, a bruteforce warning is triggered.

class User
define_specification do

define :attempts , :numeric do
ite(loginSuccess , 0, look_back (:attempts , 1, 0) + 1)

end
define :brute_force , :boolean do

attempts > 300
end
trigger :brute_force , "too many login attempts!"

end
end

Figure 2.3: This Ruby-Lola specification is tracking the login attempts of all users.
It works the same as Figure 2.2 but the domain-specific language allows for com-
mitting of some boilerplate. Since everything happens inside the User class, there
is no need to specify it. Also, fields of the class are implicitly defined and can be
used with no extra code. One can see how this is more readable.



Chapter 3

Contribution

3.1 Lola Model Streams, Field Streams, and how to Link
Them Together

A model is a representation of a table in the database system. One example of
a model would be a User. Each model has a set of typed fields, for example, the
string name and the integer age. Each instance of amodel has all the fields attached
to it as properties, each holding a value of that type. These properties can change
over time, and not all values are valid. This aligns with Lola 2.0 streams.

Tomonitor differentmodels in our runtime verification system, we create a tem-
plate stream for eachmodel, called amodel stream. We also create template streams
for each field the models have. These field streams are typed by the type of the cor-
responding field. Both the model stream and all corresponding field streams have
the model identifier as a parameter. This groups them into one logical unit that we
will later use to extend the model stream with syntactic sugar to make it behave in
object-oriented ways.

The model stream and the field stream share their invocation, extension and
termination equations. They are invoked when a new instance of the model is cre-
ated in the database. They are extended when that instance is changed and saved.
Also, they are terminated if that instance is deleted. They track the life cycle of
the instance matching their identifier parameter and can verify that said instance
behaves to the specification given.

Each model can have a Lola specification attached to it. This specification is
prepended with the model and field streams corresponding to the model and its
fields. Also, every stream expression is extended by the identification parameter
and the invocation, extension, and termination equations, converting it into a Lola
2.0 specification.

The choice of giving specification writers only the standard Lola capabilities
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was made for reasons of simplicity. It is easier to reason about less complex spec-
ification languages and reduces the barrier of entry into runtime verification with
Lola while conserving the needed parts of Lola 2.0 for the implementation doing
verification in the background. This way it is also possible to introduce syntactic
sugar and abstractions that further simplify writing the specification. Specification
writers do not have to think much about Lola and can reason in object-oriented
ways, matching the thinking that is needed to program the models themselves.
This reduces cognitive load and could help with adoption.

3.2 The Rails Way of Convention Over Configuration

Ruby onRails is a framework for developingwebsites in Ruby. It follows themantra
of convention over configuration. If the default path is followed, everything auto-
matically works. This reduces mundane, repetitive work and increases developer
productivity in many general cases. Ruby-Lola does the same for instrumenting
the application. Rails uses models as a way to communicate with the database, it is
an abstraction layer over a database table and adds useful functionality to it. This
means that database calls are in one central place we can tap into. Moreover, as
long as the user uses models, we can do most of the work setting Ruby-Lola up for
him.

The way model streams and field streams are designed, they map Rails models
directly with no translation required. The specification is written in Lola and can
reference all model fields without defining them beforehand. Ruby-Lola translates
these specifications as previously specified, adding model fields as input streams
in a conventional way. The result is a system that just workswhere the heavy lifting
is done in the background.

Ruby-Lola also allows extra information to be added to triggers. Specification
writers can add an error message to each trigger that will in most cases be directly
passed on to the user who triggered the change. It is also possible to have the sys-
tem notify developers of the violation, giving them critical information over what
exactly happened. These notifications make it easier to fix the problem that caused
a change to violate the specification. Optionally one might want to try to rescue the
operation and can do so with a callback added to a trigger. That callback can try
to fix the problems that made the model change violate the specification. Should a
specification be violated in a unit test, Ruby-Lola can fail the test and give out de-
bugging information, saving developers valuable time in repeatedly checking for
common conditions in each test anew.
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3.3 ActiveRecord Callbacks

Ruby on Rails uses ActiveRecord as a database abstraction layer. ActiveRecord pro-
vides callbacks for database actions that we can use to detect changes. Ruby-Lola
uses an around_update callback to first check if the specification holds, then sub-
mit the changes to the database and when the database accepts it, the new now
persistent values are added to the streams. This way it is ensured that there was
no problem saving data to the database, keeping consistency. It also allows other
callbacks to run before Ruby-Lola, allowing developers to run simple sanitization
checks before the verification.

Using ActiveRecord callbacks has the benefit of being sure that verification al-
ways happens when the database is about to be changed, nomatter what code calls
it. There are ways to disable or skip these verifications in ActiveRecord, so the de-
velopers still have full control.

3.4 Rails Integration of Ruby-Lola

When the Rails application is starting up, themodel is loaded to setup the database
table structure. After that, the specification gets loaded. This happens implicitly as
part of Ruby-Lolas domain specific language. Since the database table structure is
already loaded, Ruby-Lola collects all database fields andmakes them available for
use by the specification. With type information available in the database schema
and provided through Rails, Ruby-Lola can perform a type check on the specifica-
tion. Additional checks are done to ensure that the specification is well defined.
All these checks will fail at application startup if the specification does not fit the
underlying structure of the model. This is the runtime equivalent of a compiler
step to check for correct types and references and ensures that the specification is
always valid and working.

This is an important step, as in a dynamic, interpreted language it would be
possible to reference undefined streams, crashing the application when the first
model instance is created. The startup consistency checks ensure that if the Rails
application can start, the Ruby-Lola specifications are all well defined and will not
crash at runtime. Having a specification crash the application would produce the
same problem runtime verification aims to protect against and would defeat the
benefits gained from using a runtime verification system.

3.5 Ruby-Lola Stream Implementation

The streams of Ruby-Lola are implemented as a ring buffer of fixed size. However,
with the dynamic nature of Ruby arrays, they are auto-extending, so even if the size
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is capped, the arrays start smaller. It would be possible to have unbound arrays, but
since, with fixed look back values, we know howmany values we maximally need,
we can discard excess valued from the array to save memory.

Since we are using arrays internally, lookups are very fast. This is important to
ensure that application performance does not suffer with the use of runtime verifi-
cation.

Updates to streams are committed atomically, so it is not possible to see interme-
diate results. The streams are always read consistent. This is an essential property as
otherwise, a trigger could leave streams in an intermediary state that could cause
problems. The intermediary state can be discarded if it is not needed.

Streams are also very modular, so they allow for different back-end solutions
like a Redis database to be added. This is important for future work and scalabil-
ity, as external storage solutions could allow for multiple servers and concurrent
request support, which Ruby-Lola does not currently support.

3.6 Ruby-Lola Domain Specific Language (DSL)

To write a specification, developers can use a domain specific language provided
by Ruby-Lola. The goal of this language is to allow specifications to be human
readable, easily understandable and simple to modify.

A specification is appended as shown in Figure 3.1 with the define_specification
function that takes a Ruby block containing specification definitions as its argu-
ment. An empty specification like this one will create a model stream for Example
and field streams for all fields of the Examplemodel implicitly. Since Ruby on Rails
already knows all fields of the model, they do not need to be specified.

class Example
define_specification do
end

end

Figure 3.1: A class called Example with an empty specification.

Defining additional streams is done inside the specificationwith the define func-
tion, as shown in Figure 3.2. This function takes the name of the newly created
stream variable, the type it should have and a Ruby block containing the stream
expression associated with it. Types of stream variables have to be explicitly stated
for clarity and safety reasons. This way the type checker can protect the devel-
oper from type errors while writing the specification. Defining a constant stream
expression is done by passing the corresponding Ruby constant.
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class Example
define_specification do

define :constant , :numeric do
0

end
end

end

Figure 3.2: A class called Examplewith a specification that defines a constant stream
variable.

Using existing stream variables can be done with a Ruby symbol named after
the referenced stream variable, as shown in Figure 3.3. The symbol is matched
against the list of stream variables, and if found, the stream variable is used at the
current time step. Stream variables can be operated on as per Lola specification.

class Example
define_specification do

define :output , :numeric do
:input + 1

end
end

end

Figure 3.3: A class called Examplewith a specification that defines an output stream
variable from an input stream variable.

Looking up previous values of stream variables can be done with the look_up
function , as shown in Figure 3.4. It takes a stream variable, an amount of steps to
look back and a default value and evaluates them as per Lola specification.

Conditional statements can be used with the ite function, as shown in Figure
3.5. It takes a stream expression of boolean type and two stream expressions of the
same type and applies a conditional as per Lola specification.

Specification violations can be specified with a trigger, as shown in Figure 3.6.
The trigger function takes a boolean stream variable and optionally a string with an
error message. A specification violation is raised if the stream variable evaluates
to true. Specification violations can have different effects depending on in what
context they happen. In a unit test scenario, the test case will be failed. In produc-
tion environments, the database change will be rejected, and error messages will
be passed on to the user requesting the change. Notifications can be attached to
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class Example
define_specification do

define :output , :numeric do
:input + look_up (:output , 1, 1)

end
define :fib , :numeric do

look_up (:fib , 2, 1) + look_up (:fib , 1, 1)
end

end
end

Figure 3.4: A class called Examplewith a specification that defines an output stream
variable from an input stream variable and a previous value of the output. For this
the look_up function is used. The look_up function can be used to construct the
Fibonacci sequence.

class User
define_specification do

define :faulty_logins , :numeric do
ite(: login_success , 0,

1 + look_up (: faulty_logins , 1, 0))
end

end
end

Figure 3.5: A class called User with a specification that counts how many consecu-
tive faulty logins a user has. If a faulty login is detected then the counter is incre-
mented, otherwise it is reset.
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triggers, alerting the development team of potential problems.

class User
define_specification do

define :faulty_logins , :numeric do
ite(: login_success , 0,

1 + look_up (: faulty_logins , 1, 0))
end
define :too_many_logins , :boolean do

:faulty_logins > 300
end
trigger :too_many_logins , ’Error: too many logins!’

end
end

Figure 3.6: A class called User with a specification that counts how many consec-
utive faulty logins a user has. If a faulty login is detected then the counter is in-
cremented, otherwise it is reset. If the amount of consecutive faulty logins exceeds
three a trigger is raised.

Ruby-Lola provides syntactic sugar to make writing specifications fast and un-
derstanding them later easy. Each stream expression can be applied to a function
via the dot-notation. This works in line with how Ruby objects evaluate function
calls on them. The dot-notation :name.length is expanded to length(:name) and then
evaluated, as shown in Figure 3.7. Defining such functions for different types could
be done, but Ruby-Lola already brings many different functions and makes native
Ruby functions available for standard typeswhich should be enough formost cases.

class User
define_specification do

define :name_too_long , :boolean do
:name.length > 30

end
trigger :name_too_long , ’Error: Username too long!’

end
end

Figure 3.7: A class calledUserwith a specification that checks the length of the users
name, ensuring that it does not exceed 30 characters with a trigger. This makes use
of object oriented syntactic sugar, applying a function on a stream variable.
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Ruby on Rails allows database references as a data type, which Ruby-Lola ex-
poses to the specification as shown in Figure 3.8. A references type is introduced that
can be interacted with. There are different functions available for references. One
example is the count function that returns a numeric with the amount of references
counted. A different type of function is the sum function. It does a sum over one
field stream of all referenced model streams. If the dot-notation is used for a field
stream of the referenced model, execution is chained, making different functions
available. This allows for rich specifications and complicated database designs.

class User
has_many :items
define_specification do

define :amount_of_items , :numeric do
:items.count

end
define :total_value , :numeric do

:items.price.sum
end

end
end

Figure 3.8: A class called User with a specification that expands a has-many rela-
tion. One User can have many Items. This specification counts the number of items
associated with this user and calculates their total value.

3.6.1 Technical Details of the DSL Implementation

The domain-specific languagemakes heavy use of operator overloading to improve
readability over conventional methods.

Example, comparing the code for:

:age + 2

with:

add(stream_of (:age), constant_stream (2))

So one can see how this improves readability. The first version has almost no
noise to it.

This works by monkey patching1 the symbol and numeric type to add extra
1Monkey patching is changing (often internal) classes after they are defined. In this casewe define

a + operator on the Symbol type, which does not exist. Monkey patching can be quite dangerous, so
one needs to take care to not break contracts of patched classes.
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capability. Since in Ruby, the + operator on symbols is not defined, it is possible
to define it and have Ruby-Lola create a query in such cases. Numeric types like
integers are problematic as they already react to the operator + and changing that
behavior would create fundamental problems in most applications, mostly break-
ing how math works. So we added our method over the original behavior and
checked that we only create a query when otherwise there would be type clashes
with for example symbols. Also, when the original call would have worked, we
assume it was intended and hand it through to the original function.

There are some problems with operator overloading as it is not possible to over-
write logical operators like || or && or if then else. So for and and or we can use cus-
tom made functions that are confusing to read or use the single | or &, which are
bitwise operators and can be overloaded. For if then else we have to use a custom
made function named ite that may be hard to read, but at least works.

We can also define custom operators that have new meaning, as long as we
accept that the syntax is not as clean as with build in operators.

:age + 2
:age.~ 2

The . used is needed for the Ruby interpreter to parse the code correctly. There
is no way to define new infix operators in Ruby, so this is an acceptable limitation.
One interesting approach would be to add logical operators in an unconventional
way that works with what Ruby allows and is still clean.

ite(:male , :age , :age + 2)
:male .?(: age ).!(: age + 2)

Our library offers these methods as alternatives to the default ite and that way
we can monitor which version is preferred. Writing a specification is a lot about it
being readable years later by someone who does not know the internal workings
of Ruby-Lola. Offering choice in how one writes the specification can help in this
regard.
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Example

To put Ruby-Lola to the test, we have created an auction system that is then verified.
There is a variety of Items stocked in warehouses, and there are Auctions for these
items. In Figure 4.1 one can see a simplified version of said auction system. The
current system is without any restrictions and contains many bugs and problems.
Over the next pages, we will explore many of these bugs and how to prevent them
using Ruby-Lola.

class Item
attr_accessor :amount
has_many :auctions

end
class Auction

attr_accessor :amount , :bid , :bidder
belongs_to :item

end

Figure 4.1: A bidding system where users can bid on items in an auction. This
showcases an Item model which stores an amount of items left and a reference list
of auctions for this item. It also has an Auction model which has a reference to
the item being auctioned. Each auction has a highest bid and the bidder and an
amount of the item being auctioned. The code for this example is simplified to ease
reading.

To get to a minimal running example of a verification with Ruby-Lola, one has
to install the respective gem with gem ’ruby-lola’. Now we need to define a spec-
ification. We start with an empty specification, which will not do anything yet.
Installing the gem is sufficient to set up Ruby-Lola for a Ruby on Rails project, it
will automatically install itself and expose the define_specification environment, as
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seen in Figure 4.2.

class Item
attr_accessor :amount
has_many :auctions
define_specification do
end

end
class Auction

attr_accessor :amount , :bid , :bidder
belongs_to :item
define_specification do
end

end

Figure 4.2: The example from Figure 4.1 with an empty specification attached. No
additional setup is required.

Each Item in the auction system has an amount field that displays how many
of this item are still in stock. It would not make sense to have a negative amount,
so to verify that this does not happen, one can write a specification like in Figure
4.3. For this, a stream is created that computes if amount is negative. And then a
trigger is set to alert if the condition gets true. Now, every time an Item is created
or updated, Ruby-Lola verifies that the change is valid before allowing it. If a user
tries to edit an item and set a negative amount, an error message "Amount cannot
be negative!" would be shown to them.

Similar sanitization checks can be performed for the Auction model, as seen in
Figure 4.4.

Until now, the specification only checked for current values. However, Lola can
also retrieve previous values inside a stream with a look back operator. This is
needed to ensure that each bid is bigger than the previous one. The example in
Figure 4.5 shows how to use the look-back operator.

Sometimes one needs to reference a different model while writing a specifica-
tion. This is where the powers of Ruby-Lola come into play. Using existing refer-
ences, on can reference and access other models inside a specification. In this case,
an auction should never put upmore items than are in stock. The example in Figure
4.6 shows how to reference other models.

Since each Item can havemultiple auctions running at the same time, there needs
to be a check in place to ensure that the sum of all items up for auction is available
in stock. The reference, in this case, is a many reference, so aggregations can be
used on it, as shown in Figure 4.7.
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class Item
attr_accessor :amount
has_many :auctions
define_specification do

define :amount_negative , :boolean do
:amount < 0

end
trigger :amount_negative , ’Amount cannot be negative!’

end
end

Figure 4.3: This example showcases the Item model which stores an amount of
items left and a reference list of auctions for this item. It shows how to verify that
the amountwill never be negative. Since amount is a field of Item, an input stream for
it is implicitly created an can just be used. Each Item createdwill have its individual
stream for amount, Ruby-Lola takes care of the parameter.

class Auction
attr_accessor :amount , :bid , :bidder
belongs_to :item
define_specification do

define :amount_too_small , :boolean do
:amount < 1

end
trigger :amount_too_small ,

’Amount needs to be positive!’
define :bid_negative , :boolean do

:bid < 0
end
trigger :bid_negative , ’Bid cannot be negative!’

end
end

Figure 4.4: This example showcases the Auction model which has an amount and a
bid. Here each auction should put at least one item up for bidding, but the starting
bid is allowed to be zero. Negative bids are excluded. A Lola specification ensures
that these conditions are not violated.
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class Auction
attr_accessor :amount , :bid , :bidder
belongs_to :item
define_specification do

define :bid_not_bigger , :boolean do
:bid <= look_back (:bid , 1, -1)

end
trigger :bid_not_bigger ,

’Bid needs to be bigger than previous bid!’
end

end

Figure 4.5: This example showcases the Auction model which has an amount and a
bid. Here each new bid should be more than the previous bid. A Lola specification
ensures that these conditions are not violated. In this case, only the previous value
is needed but one can look back as much as needed and Ruby-Lola will automati-
cally keep that many records in memory. Memory usage is therefore capped by the
biggest look back.

class Auction
attr_accessor :amount , :bid , :bidder
belongs_to :item
define_specification do

define :not_in_stock , :boolean do
:item.amount < :amount

end
trigger :not_in_stock ,

’This item has not enough stock for this auction!’
end

end

Figure 4.6: This example again showcases the Auction model which has an amount
and a bid. The amount put up for auction should always be available in stock.
This is checked by using the reference to item. Here one can see the benefits of
the object-oriented way of writing such a specification, as accessing the reference
works similar to how one is used to work with a reference in Rails.
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class Item
attr_accessor :amount
has_many :auctions
define_specification do

define :not_in_stock , :boolean do
sum(: auctions.amount) < :amount

end
trigger :not_in_stock ,

’This item has not enough stock for its auctions!’
end

end

Figure 4.7: This example showcases the Item model which stores an amount of
items left and a reference list of auctions for this item. Here a sum aggregation is
done on the auctions reference, specifically the amount field. The object-oriented
way of writing makes it easy to express complex queries like this one while still
staying readable for humans.

In the end, this example shows how to do a variety of verification checks inside
a human-readable specification. The full example is shown in Figure 4.8.

4.1 Benchmarks

To measure the overhead introduced by this specification into the system, we con-
ducted tests simulating common user actions repeatedly and compared the time
spend inside verification codewith the time spent storing the change into the database.

Our first benchmark does this with a local database and a simple specification,
results are shown Figure 4.9. This scenario ignores many factors that add time to a
request, environmental factors such as internet connection, technical factors such as
the clients hardware, Rails routing and business logic. In this offline environment,
Ruby-Lola adds a 10 percent overhead per request.

With a second benchmark, we tried to produce a very inefficient specification
that does a look back over the last 10000 previously seen values, with results in
Figure 4.10. This benchmark increases the overhead to about 15 percent.

In a practical setting these overheads will not be noticeable by the user. Nor-
mal requests for Ruby on Rails applications take approximately between 10ms and
200ms, depending on internet connectivity and other factors. From our offline
benchmarks, we estimate the overhead of Ruby-Lola to be between 0.01ms to 0.1ms
per request, which is less than one percent of request time, even with complicated
queries.
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c l a s s Item
a t t r _ a c c e s s o r : amount
has_many : auct ions
de f i n e _ sp e c i f i c a t i on do

def ine : amount_negative , : boolean do
: amount < 0

end
t r i gg e r : amount_negative ,

’Amount can not be negat ive ! ’
def ine : not_ in_stock , : boolean do

sum( : auct ions . amount) < : amount
end
t r i gg e r : not_ in_stock ,

’ This item has not enough stock for i t s auct ions ! ’
end

end
c l a s s Auction

a t t r _ a c c e s s o r : amount , : bid , : bidder
belongs_to : item
de f i n e _ sp e c i f i c a t i on do

def ine : amount_too_small , : boolean do
: amount < 1

end
t r i gg e r : amount_too_small ,

’Amount needs to be pos i t i v e ! ’
def ine : bid_negative , : boolean do

: bid < 0
end
t r i gg e r : bid_negative , ’ Bid can not be negat ive ! ’
def ine : bid_not_bigger , : boolean do

: bid <= look_back ( : bid , 1 , −1)
end
t r i gg e r : bid_not_bigger ,

’ Bid needs to be bigger than previous bid ! ’
def ine : not_ in_stock , : boolean do

: item . amount < : amount
end
t r i gg e r : not_ in_stock ,

’ This item has not enough stock for t h i s auct ion ! ’
end

end

Figure 4.8: The bidding system where users can bid on items in an auction. This
part of the specification shows simple validations that ensure no faulty data is en-
tered. Items are validated not to allow negative stock. Auctions are validated to
always auction some items. Bids need to be positive and always bigger than the
previous bid. Moreover, the amount of items put up for auction should always be
in stock. This is done through a reference to a different model.
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Measuring the overhead in actual online requests posed to be difficult, as the
time spend in Ruby-Lola code each request was less than one millisecond. So we
concluded that overhead in practical scenarios would not be noticed by application
developers or users.

user system real
lola prev x 10000: 0.551000 0.000000 ( 0.427589)
db stores x 10000: 2.639000 0.363000 ( 3.749787)
lola post x 10000: 0.016000 0.000000 ( 0.036436)
Finished in 8.14649s

Figure 4.9: A simple benchmark with a small specification. We simulated 10000
model changes and summed up the time spend inside Ruby-Lola code and in re-
quests to the database. The label lola prev indicates Ruby-Lola verification code that
evaluates the specification, db stores indicates the time spend in code that saves the
Rails model to a local PostgreSQL database, and lola post indicates the time Ruby-
Lola spends storing new stream values and state.

user system real
lola prev x 10000: 0.296000 0.030000 ( 0.451939)
db stores x 10000: 2.142000 0.406000 ( 4.372816)
lola post x 10000: 0.108000 0.031000 ( 0.129353)
Finished in 8.91038s

Figure 4.10: A simple benchmark with an inefficient look back, checking 10000 val-
ues each time the specification is evaluated. We simulated 10000 model changes
and summed up the time spend inside Ruby-Lola code and in requests to the
database. The label lola prev indicates Ruby-Lola verification code that evaluates the
specification, db stores indicates the time spend in code that saves the Rails model
to a local PostgreSQL database, and lola post indicates the time Ruby-Lola spends
storing new stream values and state.
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Conclusion

We created Ruby-Lola, a domain specific language and framework for the mon-
itoring of critical web applications. It streamlines the usage of the Lola runtime
verification language in Ruby on Rails applications.

It introduces an expressive domain specific language that is based on the Lola
stream-based specification language. The language is simple to read, but also pow-
erful enough to express temporal logics and aggregations, while restricting speci-
fications that are expensive to use, like future lookups. This allows for completely
synchronous verification of user requests, detecting bugs and rejecting changes
caused by them.

The domain-specific language reduces noise by implicitly making all model
fields available as input streams and automatically handling model stream life cy-
cles. It specification can also serve as a form of documentation for the model.

Ruby-Lola specifications are verified automatically with each new change to a
model. Violations are handled depending on the execution context. In automated
tests, a specification violation will fail the test, automatically enhancing the test suit
through the specification. In user requests, errormessages can be passed on as form
validation errors, or they can silently alert developers with the problem. Changes
to the database are automatically rejected, should the specification be violated.

This allows to integrate Ruby-Lola into existing tested applications with mini-
mal effort. Even small specifications can amplify existing test suits to cover a wide
range of cases. And when a specification grows bigger, the overhead imposed is
small enough that it is not noticeable for the end user.

We conclude that Ruby-Lola can provide real value to existing projects thatwant
to adopt runtime verification.
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Related Work

There are different design decisions for runtime verification systems that make
them fit or unfit for certain use cases. For our use case, the synchronous monitor-
ing of critical web applications, we evaluatedmultiple runtime verification systems
and their fitness for the use case at hand.

First some general reading material for the topic of runtime verification. Sokol-
sky et al. give an overview of different approaches to runtime verification and dif-
ferent design decisions that runtime verification systems have tomake [36]. A good
first read into the topic.

For our chosen runtime verification system, we base our work on the papers
introducing Lola. Lola 1.0 [14] and Lola 2.0 [18] introduced the Lola language,
which we implemented with Ruby-Lola. Lola 2.0 is based on Lola 1.0, and we use
language features from Lola 2.0, so both papers are cornerstones of our work. We
depend on the proofs and guarantees of Lola 1.0 and 2.0 in our work on Ruby-
Lola and ensure by design that they still hold for our implementation. Since Lola
is a synchronous runtime verification system that allows complex operations over
past values and gives safety guarantees on the specification, it became the runtime
verification system of choice for our use case.

Cassar et al. compared different runtime monitoring solutions and put them
on a spectrum of how coupled they were with the system under test [7]. Our run-
time verification system Ruby-Lola falls into the Completely Synchronous Monitoring
category as it allows the system under test to react to violations and therefore the
monitor code stops execution completely until it is verified to comply to the speci-
fication. This distinction alone makes many runtime verification systems unfit for
our use case.

One common design decisionwas to patch the executable after compilation [29,
9, 15, 13, 20]. The technique falls into the synchronous category. Aspect-Oriented
Programming in Java and AspectJ are popular tools for this technique. While this
approach is convenient for the user, it has drawbacks in our use case. Patching
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binary files mixes user code with monitoring code, which can lead to hard to spot
errors and undefined behavior. These would be a security risk and monitoring a
system would not be worth much if the monitor produces new errors. Ruby-Lola
uses the Rails framework for instrumentation to have a strong separation between
user code and monitoring code.

A different design decision was to process log files after the fact [3, 26, 35]. This
is called asynchronous monitoring. It has the benefit of having future data readily
available and the time to do complex processing operations. However, for our use
case, we need to react to violations before they are committed, for example, to reject
faulty transactions.

Other runtime verification systems are intended for completely different do-
mains. Colombo et al. [11] investigated runtime verification in highly dynamic sys-
tems where components are not always known beforehand. In our case, we know
all the components and specifications before we test them. Distefano et al. [16] ex-
plored monitoring via register automata as a means to restrict resource usage for
runtime verification of systems with unbounded resource generation. In our case,
the bounds are established by the database model. Should we want to monitor big
datasets for properties then that could be an interesting approach. Other works
explored real-time monitoring for runtime verification systems[34, 31]. Achiev-
ing real-time is not necessary for web-based systems and certainly not an easy
feat. Havelund et al. [21] explored how hierarchical state machines can be used
for model testing. The general idea of the testing is similar to our scenario tests, but
hierarchical state machines do not map as easily to database entries as Lola streams
do. Armbrust et al.[1] explored runtime verification in the spark system.

We also found some ideas for further improvements of Ruby-Lola that could be
explored in future work. Artho et al. [2] explored how to leverage a runtime ver-
ification specification for unit test generation. This could be interesting for future
work. Generating test cases from code analysis in a dynamic language can be an in-
teresting challenge. Utilizing Rails controller route data to achieve some coverage
of possible user actions could also be worth exploring. Tools like Zapata2 could as-
sist in this process. Calinescu et al. [5] explored adapting the software at runtime,
which is something Ruby-Lola couldmake use of in the future. It is not in the scope
of current work, but the design of Ruby-Lola would allow for such modifications.

2https://github.com/Nedomas/zapata

https://github.com/Nedomas/zapata
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